TW1– 2BL20
Extra Heavy
Long Arm,
Walking Foot.

From:

CAMSEW

Servo 1HP Belt Drive Motor
AC servo motor, control box.
AC step-servo motor: 1HP, Low power consumption with 750 watts output, smooth, and very quiet, top speed adjustable by
operator. Synchronised to always stop with needle down. Easy on the environment, and the pocket.

Long Arm
Ample working area to the
right of the needle.
20” X 7.5cm
51 X 19cm
Standard arm available.

75mm
510mm

Manual Lubrication.
Machine lubricated by hand.

Side Load Extra Large Bobbin
Extra Large 34.5 X 12.3mm bobbin no need to remove work to change
bobbin.

Standard Walking Feet
Full range of extra feet available , piping , narrow for zips.

Background
The Typical K6 type machine, is based on the Seiko SK 8BL20 which in turn is based on the Singer
132K6. The K6 machine has been around for a long time I have seen machines 70+ years still in operation,
their origins would be older than this.
Anybody that knows a K6 would acknowledge that this is a machine that was built for very heavy work,
and as a reputation as the best machine for this kind of work. The Singer 132U6 was for a while a rebadged
Seiko machine, it would now be made in China, and could possibly be made by Typical.
Seiko realised that the one improvement that was needed was a reverse, and second, a more positive top
feed would be an improvement. The walking foot on the K6 is dragged along by the lower feeder, Seiko improved on this by having a direct drive for the top feed, this in turn can be adjusted to give slightly less or
more feed than the lower feeder. However, the stitching mechanism, bobbin case, bobbin is exactly the same
as the K6, put simply it could not be improved on.
The Typical is exactly the same machine as the Seiko SK 8BL20, and is made in China with a Japanese
stitching mechanism, and bobbin case.

Model

Stitch

TW1-2BL20 Lock stitch

Heaviest Feed
3M

Top Speed

Walking foot 900 rpm

Stitch
Length

Foot Lift

Needle

0-13mm

13mm Pedal 328 DDX1

Bobbin

Made in

35X12mm

China

Warranty
12 Months on site warranty, parts, and labour.
With delivery, and setup (Melbourne Metropolitan Area)
All other areas 12 months return to point of purchase, with a $100.00 discount towards freight.

Camsew have been importing Typical machines for 3 years, we are the only authorised Australian dealer.
Having direct access to parts, and technical information.

CAMSEW

Importers of

Typical, and CAMSEW industrial sewing machines.

Phone: Ron. 0419 884 920
Email Ron: ron@camsew.com.au
Web: camsew.com.au
Workshop, showroom, and mail: 5 Oxford Drive, Bundoora Vic. 3083
(Please phone first to avoid a wasted trip)

